TSS Solutions Depot Repair

**DEPOT REPAIR SOLUTIONS**

**TSS Solutions** extensive technical resources encompass test, repair, and engineering capabilities for a wide range of electronic radar equipment including but not limited to: radar, land, sea and air platforms, analog and digital printed circuit boards, power supplies, RF amplifiers, sub-assemblies, monitors, instrumentation, and motor controllers across a broad spectrum of industries.

When it comes to the radar components repair, test and diagnostics of the radar products sold by US government to foreign countries (FMS), TSS's track record, technical databases and libraries make us your first choice in radar electronics repair.

As Diminishing Manufacturing Sources (DMS) or obsolescence concerns rise, TSS's reverse engineering and manufacturing services along with our component sourcing provides critical support by significantly extending product life cycle.

TSS is proud to be a one-source repair solutions company that brings together a unique blend of services. We are a valued outsourcing service and repair partner for Fortune 100 companies, OEMs and government agencies that require full-service electronic support solutions for legacy, out-of-warranty products or end of life product support.

**EXPERTISE**

**RADAR SYSTEMS**
- AN/TPS-43
- AN/TPS-63
- AN/TPS-70
- AN/TPS-75
- TARS-L88

**SATCOM SYSTEMS**
- EARTH STATIONS

**RADIO SYSTEMS**
**SERVICE LIFE EXTENSION PROGRAM (SLEP)**
- AN/TPS-43
- AN/TPS-63
- AN/TPS-70
- AN/TPS-75
- TARS-L88

---

**We’ve Got Your Track™**

CAGE CODE: 0SKB3  DUNS: 628023418
TSS Solutions, an Acorn Growth Company, is a professional defense electronics engineering and manufacturing company specializing in the upgrading, re-engineering, repair and operation of ground-based tactical and fixed position radar and SATCOM systems. We serve the global defense, telecommunications, and commercial industries. Since 1991, TSS Solutions has evolved its designs and incorporated technology advancements and improvements into systems originally developed by some of the most powerful aerospace and defense brands in the world.

TSS Solutions innovation and engineering expertise are supported by our full-service in-house Depot operations. As owners of several radar systems, and providers of systems for lease, TSS Solutions is uniquely positioned to provide the optimal mix of the low cost of acquisition and leasing, fast delivery, service life extension, and ongoing maintenance and operations support services anywhere.

Our mission is simple and clear – build innovative products and deliver world-class engineering and technical service to support our customers’ missions, globally.

We’ve Got Your Track™